Drivers' Training Highly Recommended By Principal

If you should happen into room 114 during the last period, you would see a class in what is known as drivers training. By far the most educational course in the school, this class is guaranteed by Principal Neil D. Mathews to make a driver of you in as little as twenty-five minutes, and no "P" on your report card.

We start the class with the very fundamentals," says Mr. Oblivious, instructor. During the first week pupils are given toy cars and fire engines which they push back and forth on miniature railroad tracks built especially for this purpose—underneath the seats in the auditorium. People who can successfully manipulate the toy cars are then given a special course in recognizing and reading police cars. This, says Mr. Oblivious, is the only course of its kind in any Cleveland school.

Old Juke Boxes To Be Replaced

Careful consideration is being given to the renewal of the antiquated juke-boxes in the cafeteria and rest rooms. The present machines do not quite very well, according to Mr. Oblivious. However, on the question of when the new machines will be installed, Mr. Oblivious is not willing to give any definite answer. However, it is estimated that the new machines will be installed by the end of this school year.

Herman Boole Helped Do This

"Reveen the in you read what and nothing and you what of half only you," says to you all. "Can you do what of nothing and see you what of half only believe." The proof of this statement is to be found in the next issue of the school newspaper. The article will be written by Herman Boole, who is one of the most intelligent students in the school.

Give Passes To John's Party

Everybody loves a party, and you too can go to one, there's one here every night. You get a little pick extravagance, maybe I'll be a little green one, and those masterpieces from Van's grape shop are always followed by a personal request from the host or hostess.

The great event of all these celebrations is, as you know, the annual Carnevale. Robe hat, and clothing; and the Olive Tree will be the theme. Many girls will attend the party. As you enter the ballroom you will receive a menu of the finest dishes and drinks, and your place will be reserved at the table of your choice.

Tunnel Underway

"Within the next few weeks there will be a tunnel under the tennis court on the roof of the girls' gym.

Seniors Cracking Up After Recent Psycho Test Given

Enthusiastic voices that once were heard throughout the corridors have decreased in number and volume. The reason: the dour and ominous gloom of 192 seniors of the senior class in the recent Ohio State Psychological Test. This test, which was to prove the adequate proficiency of the graduating class in the future, proved absolutely nothing. In fact, in the 192 seniors only three "students" made scores high enough to ensure them a future.

As the June 21st version of the W. W. A. (Women's Wheelchairs Association) sinks down the hall, underclassmen can hear them muttering "we won't go down to the Hall again until we get a regular social from someplace else."
Camping Substitute; Harry Herrmann Ties Record

Thinclds Hope To Cop Indoor SchoLasticMeet

By BOB SYDK

Tonight, the Thinclds track team will bring to us the indoor track event of the 24 Annual Indoor Thinclds Track Meet at the Arena.

Of course, they are very much interested in the success of their team, and they were naturally anxious to see how their opponents would do, but they were not overly concerned about the outcome. They were more interested in the fact that they were taking part in the meet, and that they were able to participate in the exciting and competitive atmosphere.

The meet will consist of events such as running, jumping, and throwing, all of which are a crucial part of track and field. The Thinclds team will have to be at their best to succeed, and they will have to work hard to achieve their goals.

The competition is tough, and the teams are evenly matched. However, the Thinclds have confidence in their abilities and are determined to perform to the best of their abilities.

The meet will be a great opportunity for the Thinclds to showcase their skills and compete against some of the best teams in the region. It will be a test of their mental and physical strength, and they will have to be prepared to face any challenges that come their way.

The Thinclds are ready to take on the challenge, and they are excited to see what the meet will bring. They are looking forward to a day of friendly competition and a chance to prove themselves to themselves and their opponents.

Swim Team, Fencers Romp

The swimming and fencing teams wound up their seasons successfully, last week accounting for their tenth consecutive victory.

After consistent drill for the last three weeks, the “Fencers” traveled to Clarksville, March 30, to meet the highly favored “Phineas.” The tournament Jimmy Beckett (safety) and Bob Beadle sub-


The Case of the Unknown

Seeing that this is April 1, the day for guessing, let’s see if we can figure out who this is! He is a Rhodesian but he came from West Tech.

He is 74% and weighs 208 pounds. He has blue eyes and brownish hair to match. He has a nose, a mouth, and two ears which serve as ears for the purposes he has.

He admits that he likes school and after school he likes to talk around with a man, but he is so mechanism inclined.

He has earned varsity letters in basketball, football, track, and field, and he has won the state championship in the state meet.

This year’s team was made up of George Beadle (safety), Bob Beadle (safety), John Beadle (safety), Jack Beadle (safety), George Beadle (safety), and Bob Beadle (safety).

Each school sends fifteen boys to compete against each other in gymnastics, swimming, track, and field.

There are ten tests in which you can score 50, 25, 10, or 0 points at all. There is no score of 0 perfect, and a team score of 600

Decathlon Proves Tough

After exhibiting their skill on the parallel bars at John Hay’s, the Rhodes decathlon team went to West Tech last Thursday, and competed in the West Side Decathlon Meet. Although last year’s squad placed a total of 20 points ahead of the Decathlon Meet ended in the cellar slot.

A year ago this team was made up of George Beadle, Bob Beadle, John Beadle, Jack Beadle, George Beadle, and Bob Beadle.

Each school sends fifteen boys to compete against each other in gymnastics, swimming, track, and field.

There are ten tests in which you can score 50, 25, 10, or 0 points at all. There is no score of 0 perfect, and a team score of 600
Characters

**By Wired Wreath**

We are sure you have seen "femme fatale" hollering down the hall with her horn-rimmed glasses perched at the end of her beautiful, foot-long nose. "Acorn spam is my specialty," she twirls as she slowly crosses the room on air from chawing a gum wrapper. We watch her, speechless with wonder and admiration as she slips into the corner, and then, yours truly, the stories have to stay in the background as much as possible. Her favorite hangout is the swimming pool, where she will stand under the shower after the last swimmer has left and tell the story of the only pet peevie, a cat, and then she will go back to her pet peevies and their adventures. Of course, those are the charming personality painting paper visitors to the center hallways.

This personality can say that he has been in the Review for a longer time than anyone else...almost eighteen years to be exact. "Journalism is my hobby," he declares as he strolls around the Review room, his nose pointing in the breeze from the open windows. Although working on the staff takes up much of his time, this "fanciful" still manages to play in the Review's Variety show as well as the "Flush" cover artist at the Literary Guild. When he is not working on his pet peevies, he is hanging around the pool or the swimming pool. "I hope to be a long, hard working Flush," he says proudly. "But I will work to fall from the top." Knowing Flash, we are sure that he will lead his team to victory. One of the many clubs that beams Flash as a member is the Blue View. Another well-known member of this organization is Flash's pal and fellow athlete, Dodson. Even though Flash might look like a scholar, at heart he is really an intellectual. Just think (and be sure to shock you, in your spare time Flash reads Shakespeare.

Although just a freshman at RH, this charming individual has already made a name for himself. On her way to class, she is heard to say, "I'm going to stay here until I'm rescued," and her bombshell has come yet for she's still suffering.

Her boudoir is located on the main floor, a private sanctuary invaded only by her sweet, innocent leaders. These girls are her pride and joy, most of the time, but she can bring on a small headache when one or two stop out of line.

Her chief ambition is to become a full-fledged member of the Baby Sitter's Union. Practicing twenty-five hours a day, on her little sisters and nephews, Auntie Curtiss admits that she is getting quite accomplished in the art.

You will recognize this personality by her merry"grip" but still manages to find time to be seen around room 258 where she always indulges in her favorite occupation, reading autobiographies and looking, but not reading, her newspaper. Even though her voice is soft and she rarely raises it, many Rhodians have been seen to be gulping of laughter by her sense of humor, unusual for a person in her position.

Our personality choice for this week has a passion for apples, and people who are not used to enough to have her nose shining red spot. Our personality choice for this week has a passion for apples, and people who are not used to enough to have her nose shining red spot. Our personality choice at this week has a passion for apples, and people who are not used to enough to have her nose shining red spot. Our personality choice for this week has a passion for apples, and people who are not used to enough to have her nose shining red spot. Our personality choice for this week has a passion for apples, and people who are not used to enough to have her nose shining red spot.
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**Cross-Rhodes**

Ephrith Grootstein, "Apple Gloc-" for short, the most feminine cut at Show High has recently begun taking in the Sunday concerts at Linda's. He teases the little man in black beret and maroon jacket plays Latin divinity.

Special notice issued at Collegewood High-students are not to ride the elevator beyond the seventy-fifth floor. Those who do will be led to death or disfigurement.

A banishing Jane Addams football team has stopped the state championship by rolling over Washington College.

Kathaway Black last night held the steady at the vicky exclusive zoom, at the Edgewater, Bostono.

Bud Schwad, a Getford High senior transferred to Woman's College. Reason: after walking two blocks to school for fifteen years, he got tired of the scenery.

"You tell him to put the gum in his mouth, just like you put the gum in yours," said Jane. "Bawling Bob, Mickey Mouse, and others, are ungraciouslyPhoton to face with their good time with the girls, "Oh, boy." But we will fight to the last."

"Knowing Flash, we are sure that he will lead his team to victory. One of the many clubs that beams Flash as a member is the Blue View. Another well-known member of this organization is Flash's pal and fellow athlete, Dodson."

VIRGINIA WELDING CLUBS

Members of the National Honor Society are working hard on their latest project: "How to cut clean and straight the most intricate joints in 308 and flash tests." It's a tough job to undertake, but here's what you need to do.

The next event on the calendar for the焊接 Leaders is a field trip to the "Lazy Legs Linnam Company," in hopes of finding a welder for this welding truck that has been in the making for some time. These students that you will find down in the community are skilled in the welding trade."

"Citizen Club members are doing a splendid job on giving the effect a fine finish. Rumor has it that only four table legs, three chairs, and two windows were broken during the last week as a result of those boisterous card games."

In commemoration of the coming of the season on the dates of the Annual Art Show held in the art room there is a general discussion on the topic "How do Rhodians use theirself in their own right." On the same pathetic little girls, generally speaking, the underlurgical attention of perfume advertisements, observ- ed for those things that come in cheap packages. Next month scheduled debate is "Should We Ban Teachers out of the classroom?"

**Poetry Corn - Er**

Thirty days have September, April, June, and November. All the rest like Graham Crackers Except Uncle Jon, he sells them.

**By Hie Wre**

**Harry**

"What do you do for exercise?"

"Come, it's a game of mystery and let me flash crew.""Yes, it's enough for him. He ought to kind to the sick and leave the well alone."

**O N THE MAIN STEM**

"Walter, there's a twit in my way."

"I wouldn't be surprised sir. We have branches all over the city."

**Sports?**

Hurry all you sugar lovers to sign up for your team for the Tidibby Wink tournament.

All eyes were upon Donna Bogg, March 26, as she rolled a ball to the center of the field, picked up her leg, and victory duly walked off the field amid shouts of You, marble champ.

**Wendy Whipple and Walt O'Bryan in the annual girl's wrestling match to be held in the Rhodes girls gym, April 1.**

Notice to all bow-legged girls: Will you be Miss Horseback Rider of 1949?

April 1: All Rhodians will be excused to witness the Rose Bowl game. Team Vassar vs Stevens.

Rouse your shoes, shine up your ropes, and drag out your old jeans for rope jumping contest.

Who will get the gold color for Miss Sleuth of 1949?

**Frosting**

April 1 – Nad Robson, Divad Nodarjha, Yhtorod Blackham, Kyllium Deen, Rosnov Odna

April 2 – Divad Nodar, Yran Mea Nox, Anna Town

April 3 – Eric Playmood, Doree Derey, Elifis Eger

April 4 – Wende Raptis, Doree Reida, Ken Grase, Annora Haneq

April 5 – Tomor Einwad, Anigre Kendet

April 6 – Tomor Neore, Hinda Trechebo, Goo Fredeh

April 7 – Mollie Kaybro, Lorrin leas

April 8 – Redbro Eto, Ytrolor Barmn

April 9 – Al Enoo, Lekk

April 10 – Ytovor Beish, Nikam Niskin, Erimair Lamen, Arkanhour Beniagidr

April 15 – Tribor Eto, Yret Sibor, Amenip Lipine, Ebatonke Hibs, Mekhmar Mamihes

April 16 – Tribor Sibor, Duper, Aladar, Debske Zhalabupon

April 17 – Naive Nella

April 18 – Esmrare Jepnet, Hol Sut, Zaat Dragabbon

April 19 – Yevebese Bedt, Senfet Kenyzo, Tad Taps, Vero Nadel, Vrofia Tadnet

April 20 – Allete Todeshbo, Yur Bednet, Kinaj audit, Koral Asskien, Vintah Rokhat, Bacel Naz Merob

April 21 – Edale Skenane, Erogge Dafe, Nabel Yeror, Yilla Nnopet
Revo Choice Of Movies
April 1-6
Rhode Island (Roads Revolutionary Artists) is a big splashy picture about the city's greatest High School, and some of its students. No persons living or dead are in the picture as this might reflect unfavorably publicly on the educational institution. Because of the serious nature of this film all movie goers are requested to check their Prizes and bugle with Mr. Marsh.

April 5-6
The Weakling (Metro - Golden Gate) a story of poor folk in Brook-lyn. Director - actor - writer - producer Bixford Rebbick (rhymes with Meas - Pass) gives the picture all he has. At this production, free dishes will be given to everyone dropping these slips in Mr. Jynd's worthy little box. The dishes are dirty but the picture only boring.

April 10-12
Blood On The Floor. There are no actors in this picture. The management tells the audience to participate in the thrilling story. First concert into the auditorium is given a gun and told to shoot everybody. Anybody left gets to play detective.

Pool Opens
For Pupils
On February 23, 1944 Joseph Ford Rhodes celebrated the completion and opening of ceremonies of their new million-dollar swimming pool. The festivities took place on Rhodes' Piedmont Head where the pool is located. Present at the ceremony were Mayor of Brooklyn, Edward Par- mepdiver who presided the lock-er room key to Yoska Bogle the new, young, handsome, swimming instructor. Out of town guests included Esther Williams, Johnny Weismuller, and mermaid Annie Stuyvesant. Three times, with a cast of 50 chorus girls, presented a glee water ballet. This spectacular spectac-ular was viewed by the entire student body of Rhodes which was followed by sumptuous turkey dinner. This new pool is the most sig-nificant goal in the world. It has hot and cold running water, a built-in soda fountain, and a chemical in the water that will produce a lovely golden tan and curly hair.

The pool is open daily and pupils are invited in for a dip any time of the day instead of going to class. The pool is also open evenings for the students and their guests.

TAYLOR'S
DELICATESSEN
4356 BROADWAY RD.

WHAT ABOUT
TOMORROW?
Traveller will be what you make it. If being prepared, it will be pleasant and profitable.

Only high school graduates may enroll at the COMPTOMETER SCHOOL.

The diploma given each COMPTOMETER SCHOOL graduate is key to the door of tomorrow and a successful future.

CALL OR VISIT TODAY
COMPTOMETER SCHOOL
P. Y. Leon, Manager
411 N. B. C. BLDG.

Mortach 10A
Gains Fame
Here is another one of the few stories in this issue that has real honest-to-goodness fact. Honest kids, this is true—this is no April Fool.

Paley Mortach, a 10A of home-
room 207, entered her cot, Lanie, in the Sixth Annual College Speciality Show at Masonic Temple March 15, 1945. Lanie, who portrays name is Sabella, Lanie of Mortach, won third prize in the November Class. A white and white egret, Lanie was born March 28, 1948.

'Ve had dogs for so long as I can remember,' states Lanie. 'We had a German Shepherd first and then a whole pack of dogs.' Now the Mortach's own two celines, Lanie and Ned, who is also a noble and white dog, about the size of a small elephant.

Paper is Tops
Say Many Users
Recent surveys conducted among those who know their yellow journ-als best, prove it is the Revo twice-ten, Harry S. Boogle, of the politi-cally-oriented newspapers, states, 'I've been reading the Revo night and day, twenty years and I find it smarter, lighter, more easy to hold up. Mr. Boogle went on to explain about dis-sensions, 'Why it's wider on the inside, narrower on the outside, longer on the inside, shorter on the outside.'

Economical too, the Revo is printed on both sides of the paper. No Junior Journal can make this statement. It also provides more protection for Easter hats on rainy Easter Sundays.

Or a box too see what Re-vo. To break the monotony of their daily chores they save and read the coverings of this product. Those papers which are the least smiled that in. Wide margins provide for suitable entertainment during stu-dy halls, while senior class officer pictures provide excellent masculine material.

Remember Revo spelled back-wards is fleer, choice of clean sweepers. And after this issue you must admit that little box the Re-vo does coo—er-siyhing.

DON'T MISS
DEAR RUTH
April 7 and 8